ABOUT ROCKWOOL® North America
ROCKWOOL International of Denmark is the world's leading producer of stone wool insulation made from
natural stone and recycled slag. ROXUL Inc. is the North American operation of ROCKWOOL International
which includes Grodan, ROCKWOOL Technical Insulation (RTI) and ROCKFON®. Headquartered in Milton,
Ontario, ROXUL North American production facilities are located in Milton, ON, Grand Forks, BC and our
newest factory in Byhalia, Mississippi which was built to keep pace with increasing global demand for stone
wool insulation. ROCKWOOL Technical Insulation services the Industrial, Marine and Off Shore Market while
ROCKFON is a leading provider of acoustic stone wool and metal ceiling solutions and suspension systems
headquartered in Chicago, IL with production facilities in Baltimore, MD and Chicago. All of our employees
operate within a culture of trust and empowerment allowing for freedom and cooperation resulting in
measurable positive business results.

POSITION: MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR - PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
JOB INFORMATION
We are currently seeking the talent and energies of a proven professional who will represent the
ROCKWOOL® Values of Honesty, Responsibility, Efficiency, Passion and Entrepreneurship by joining our
Operations Team as a Maintenance Supervisor –Preventive Maintenance based out of our Byhalia, MS
Factory.

Job Description
The Preventative Maintenance Supervisor reports
to the Maintenance Manager, and will be
responsible for execution of the daily operations,
as well as developing and implementing an
operational plan that includes the Preventive
maintenance
department,
equipment
and
technical installations, and moving equipment.
You will be responsible for daily follow-up of tasks
conducted by the PM system (SAP) as well as
ensuring that new tasks are entered, scheduled
and described in the PM system. You will ensure
that the area of responsibility contributes to a
positive development of Employees, Machinery
and Equipment, as well as testing and
commissioning of new equipment.

Required Skills










High level of experience using SAP CMMS (PM
Module)
Recognized engineering industrial maintenance
experience and qualifications.
Practical experience in an automated
industrial/manufacturing maintenance environment.
Good people and training skills
Computer literate
Drive, commitment and high energy.
Good supervisory skills.
Lean/ continuous improvement qualifications and
delivery experience
Project management experience.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Qualified applicants may apply in confidence to:
E-mail: hrinbox@roxul.com Fax: (905) 875-9305
4594 Cayce Road

Byhalia, MS 38611

